DNA sequence analysis of point mutations in traA, the F pilin gene, reveal two domains involved in F-specific bacteriophage attachment.
Six missense point mutations in traA (WPFL43,44,45,46,47 and 51), the gene encoding F pilin in the transfer region of the F plasmid, have been characterized for their effect on the transfer ability, bacteriophage (R17, QB and fl) sensitivity and levels of piliation expressed by the plasmid. The sequence analysis of the first five of these mutations revealed two domains in the F pilin subunit exposed on the surface of the F pilus which mediate phage attachment. These two domains include residues 14-17 (approximately) and the last few residues at the carboxy-terminus of the pilin protein. One of these mutants had a pleiotropic affect on pilus function and was thought to have affected pilus assembly. The sixth point mutant (WPFL51), previously thought to be in traA, was complemented by chimeric plasmids carrying the traG gene of the F transfer region, which may be involved in the acetylation of the pilin subunit. A traA nonsense mutant (JCFL1) carried an amber mutation near the amino-terminus which is well suppressed in SuI+ (supD) and SuIII+ (supF) strains. Neither the antigenicity of the pilin nor the efficiency of plating of F-specific bacteriophages were affected when this plasmid was harbored by either suppressor strain. A second amber mutant (JCFL25) which is not suppressible, carried its mutation in the codon for the single tryptophan in F pilin, suggesting that this residue is important in subunit interactions during pilus assembly. Two other point mutants (JCFL32 and 44) carried missense mutations in the leader sequence (positions 9 and 13) which affected the number of pili per cell presumably by altering the processing of propilin to pilin.